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We numerically investigate the propulsion performance of a skeleton-reinforced caudal fin with both active and
passive control mechanisms. In our fluid–structure interaction model, the embedded rays are depicted as nonlinear
beams while the flow is simulated using a Navier–Stokes solver. Kinematically, the fin is activated by a sway motion at
the basal ends of the rays and distributed time-varying forces along each ray individually. The dynamics of the fin is
closely associated with the exact distribution of phase lags (between the sway motion and external forces) among
the rays. We find that the fin’s performance can be significantly enhanced by active control when the mean phase lag is
less than 90 deg. Among different deformation patterns, the cupping deformation (C mode) produces the best
propulsion performance and the W-shape deformations (W mode) have a similar (yet less pronounced) effect.
Asymmetric deformations such as the heterocercal mode (H mode) and undulation mode (S mode) are able to
generate vertical forces. Compared with the H mode, the S mode creates less thrust force, but it significantly reduces
the transverse force, making it more suitable in cases when there is no other mechanism to balance this transverse
force (for example, during the braking maneuver).
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physical time step
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magnitude of time-varying distributed force
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second inertia moment of the ray
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local flow Mach number, defined as U∕a
freestream flow Mach number
mass ratio of ith ray
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Reynolds number
Strouhal number based on leading-edge amplitude
sway motion period of the fin
freestream flow velocity
sway motion of the fin’s leading edge
induced yaw motion of the ray
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sway motion amplitude of the fin’s leading edge
propulsion efficiency
fluid density
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phase difference between the maximum and minimum
values of φi
phase lag between sway motion and actuation force of
ith ray
mean value of phase lags among the rays
phase lag between sway motion and the induced yaw
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I.

C

Introduction

AUDAL fins, which are traditionally modeled as rigid or elastic
flapping foils [1–3], play an important role in fish locomotion.
Those simplified caudal fin models usually possess only two-degreeof-freedom motions (e.g., sway and yaw). In comparison, the caudal
fin of a real fish is characterized by a much more complicated
composite structure, including a collagenous membrane, bony rays,
and intrinsic musculature. Structurally, a caudal fin forms a raystrengthened membrane system, where the Young’s modulus of the
membrane is much smaller than that of the supporting rays. Therefore, the stiffness of the fin is mainly determined by those embedded
rays. The nonuniform flexibility of each ray and the differences
among the rigidities of different rays impart an anisotropic structural
property of the fin so that it may undergo (presumably) beneficial
passive deformations under hydrodynamic loads. This passive flow
control strategy is believed to improve the propulsion efficiency,
enhance the thrust generation, and reduce the lateral forces [4,5].
The benefits of anisotropic material property can also be seen from a
two-dimensional study of a pectoral fin [6], where the performance of
the pectoral fin can be significantly improved with a strengthened
leading edge.
In addition to the aforementioned passive control mechanism
enabled by the anisotropic material property, fish fins also possess
two other important features that enable active control over their
deformations. First, each fin ray can be actuated individually through
the sophisticated musculature system. Besides, each ray has by itself
a remarkable biomechanical system for motion actuation. According
to previous morphological studies [7,8], a fin ray is composed of a
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central cartilage pad surrounded by paired, segmented bony elements
called hemitrichs, which are connected with short ligaments and
elastic fibers (tendons) at the ends. The basal end of each ray is
attached to four separate muscles. By pulling the tendons, one hemitrich can slide past the other one, creating a distributed bending
moment along the length of a ray [7]. Through the embedded tendons
and the unique bilaminar design of the ray, a fish is able to actively
modify the curvature of the ray and change the bending stiffness of
the ray itself. As observed in previous experiments with live bluegill
sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus), the fish can actively modulate their
caudal fin shapes to accomplish different swimming behaviors;
e.g., C mode and W mode are usually used for steady swimming,
whereas the S mode is observed in the braking maneuver [9]. These
deformation patterns are fully three-dimensional; thus, they cannot
be achieved by flapping foils with simple flexibility.
Recently, bioinspired caudal fins have attracted increasing attention from scientists. Esposito et al. [10] constructed and tested a
sophisticated robotic fin by imitating the caudal fin of bluegill sunfish. With six independently controlled and actuated rays, this robotic
fin was able to produce some motions (e.g., C mode, W mode, and S
mode) observed in a live fish experiment. They found that the
cupping motion was able to create the largest thrust in most cases,
whereas the undulation motion produced lift of the same magnitude
as thrust. Experimentally, Lucas et al. [11] examined four fishlike foil
models: two with uniform stiffness and the others with stiffer anterior
regions and softer posterior regions. The fishlike foils with nonuniform chordwise stiffness had enhanced performance when compared
with those with uniform flexibility. This finding is reminiscent of a
numerical study where the propulsion performance of a pectoral fin
was improved by a strengthened leading edge [6].
In addition to experiments, some researchers are dedicated to
establishing computational models to investigate the fluid–structure
interactions of biomimetic caudal fins. Zhu and Shoele [4] established a fluid–structure interaction model to study the performance of
a ray-supported caudal fin. With the individual rotation of each ray at
the basal end, the fin was able to achieve both homocercal and
heterocercal deformations. They concluded that, in both cases, the
flexibility can enhance the propulsion performance due to the introduction of an effective yaw motion and reduction of lateral forces.
Similarly, Zhu and Bi [12] examined the effect of various spanwise
deformations on the thrust generation of a caudal fin. Different
deformation patterns were accomplished passively via specific bending stiffness distributions among the supporting rays. They found that
compared with a fin with uniform distribution of ray stiffness, a fin
with nonuniformly distributed ray stiffness (but the same averaged
value) can achieve further performance improvement. However, in
their model, a boundary-element method based on potential flow
theory was used for the fluid dynamics, where the leading-edge
vortices and the vortices shed from the dorsal and ventral edges were
not considered. More recently, Shi et al. [13] developed a fluid–
structure interaction solver by coupling a Navier–Stokes flow solver
with a nonlinear beam model. It was then applied to investigate the
propulsion performance of a three-dimensional ray-strengthened
caudal fin with various spanwise ray stiffness distributions. They
found that certain deformation patterns observed in the experiment
could be reproduced by specific ray stiffness distributions; among
which, the cupping distribution required the least power input,
whereas the uniform distribution performed the best in terms of
thrust generation. Incidentally, the uniform stiffness distribution also
caused a C mode with relatively smaller phase differences between
different rays. The H mode, on the other hand, yielded considerable
vertical force, which may play an important role in fish maneuvers.
In spite of the efforts to understand the control mechanisms of fish
locomotion, most studies of bioinspired finlike devices only considered the anisotropic flexibility and/or individual activation of rays. As
mentioned earlier, ray-finned fish are capable of actively changing
the curvature and stiffness of the rays. However, this important
feature, with a few exceptions [7,14], has not been accounted for in
existing studies.
In the present paper, we numerically investigate the propulsion
performance and shape modulation of a simplified caudal fin model.

Unlike previous work by Shi et al. [13], which was focused on passive
fin deformation only, hereby we engage in a much broader scope in
which both active and passive shape control mechanisms are
included. Moreover, via in-depth study of the fin motion and the
near-body flowfield, we provide a physical explanation of the performance enhancement through carefully controlled deformations.
In this model, the fin rays are represented by nonlinear Euler–
Bernoulli beams, whereas the flow around the caudal fin is resolved
by solving the unsteady Navier–Stokes equations with a finite volume approach. The rays are activated by two means: 1) a single
sinusoidal sway motion imposed at their basal ends, mimicking the
motion of the posterior part of the fish; and 2) an independent
activation load uniformly distributed along each ray, imitating the
pulling effect of the tendons. Subsequently, the fin is deformed both
actively and passively under the effects of the activation load, the
inertia, the elasticity, the hydrodynamic force, and the constraint from
the soft membrane.
Our current study is inspired by the fact that ray-finned fish are
capable of actively changing the curvature of the fin rays so as to
modulate their fin shapes. We are also motivated by the scientific
need to understand the fundamental mechanisms in fish locomotion
as well as the practical applications of these biomimetic devices on
unmanned underwater vehicles. The present work will be the first
systematic numerical investigation on a finlike propeller that considers both the viscous fluid–structure interaction and active curvature
control of the fin rays. The objectives are 1) to elucidate the effect
of active curvature control on the dynamics and performance of a
biomimetic caudal fin; and 2) to identify the key features of the raysupported fins that enhance their locomotion performance. To isolate
the effects of certain characters, it will be more convenient to establish
a simplified model rather than exactly copying from nature. From the
perspective of biomimetics, it is also preferable to design simple and
easily manufactured devices that capture the essential characteristics
of fish fins. Therefore, an idealized caudal fin model instead of exact
duplications of real fish fins is employed in the present paper. For
simplicity, the rotational motions at the basal ends of the rays are not
considered.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, the geometry,
material property, kinematics, and actuation of the simplified caudal fin
are described and the parameters characterizing the performance are
defined. In the following section, the governing equations and numerical algorithms used in the present fluid–structure interaction solver are
briefly reviewed (details are included in a previous publication by Shi
et al. [13]). In Sec. IV, the numerical results (including fin deformation,
force generation, near-body flowfield, and the underlying mechanism
for performance enhancement) are presented. The conclusions are
drawn in the final section.

II.

Problem Description

In the present study, the real ray-strengthened caudal fin (Fig. 1a) is
geometrically and structurally simplified as a square-shaped membrane supported by N evenly distributed rays (Fig. 1b). This fin has
length c in both chordwise and spanwise directions. The thickness of
the fin is chosen to be h  0.004c. Each ray is structurally represented by a nonlinear Euler–Bernoulli beam with a uniform Young’s
modulus. The dimensionless bending stiffness for the ith ray is
defined as K i  Ei I∕ρU2∞ c3 i  1; : : : ; N, where N  11, Ei is
the Young’s modulus of the ith ray, I is the second moment of inertia,
ρ is the fluid density, and U∞ is the incoming flow velocity. The mass
 i  ρs;i h∕ρc, where ρs;i is the density of the i th
ratio is defined as m
ray. In the present work, two different spanwise bending stiffness
distributions of the ray are studied: 1) uniform stiffness distribution
K i  Kb ; and 2) cupping stiffness distribution K i  Kb Θi ∕Θ, where



πi − 1
Θi  1  γ 1 − sin
N−1
Here, Kb is the mean dimensionless bending stiffness of all the
rays and
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Fig. 1 Representations of a) caudal fin anatomy of bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus) [8] and b) idealized rectangular ray-supported caudal fin
model. Dorsal views of c) a fin ray with two hemitrichs [7]; and d) present ray model.
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The parameter γ is selected to be one. The mean value of the
stiffness is selected to be K b  3.0, and the mass ratios of the ray
are chosen as mi  0.2. The two different stiffness distributions are
depicted in Fig. 2a.
Additionally, we assume that the bending stiffness of the
membrane can be neglected; i.e., it can only sustain stretching/
compression but not bending. Thus, the constraints provided by the
membrane are modeled as distributed linear springs between neighboring rays. Based on numerical tests, we choose the spring constant
to be 0.02ρU2∞ c, so that the springs are sufficiently flexible to allow
large spanwise deformation and yet stiff enough to prevent excessive
expansion of the membrane.
Kinematically, the basal ends of all the rays share the same
sinusoidal sway motion in the y direction, which imitates the motion
of the posterior part of the fish and is expressed as yt  y0 cosωt,
where y0 is the sway amplitude and ω is the motion frequency. The
Strouhal number based on the sway amplitude is defined as St;a 
ωy0 ∕πU∞ . Here, we choose St;a  0.4. Besides, each ray is also
actuated by independent external forces Fi (i  1; : : : ; N), mimicking the pulling effect of the tendons at the basal end of the ray
(see Figs. 1c and 1d). The external loads vary with time as
Fi t  F0 cosωt − φi , where φi is the phase lag between the

external load of the ith ray and the sway motion. F0 is assumed to
be uniform along each ray, and its exact value is selected via numerical tests; i.e., the desired deformation patterns are activated while
maintaining the numerical stability. In the present work, F0 is chosen
to be 1.1ρU2∞ c2 .
For such a caudal fin model, the deforming pattern is primarily
determined by the exact distribution of φi , especially the mean phase
(φmean ) of the rays and the phase difference (φdiff ) between the
maximum and minimum values of φi . In the present work, we
examine four different phase distributions among the fin rays:
Distribution I:
φi  φmean ;

φdiff  0

Distribution II:
φi  φmean  φp;i − φ0

(1)

where φ0  180, and φp;i is computed as
φp;i  φ0 Qi ∕Q

(2)

where


πi − 1
Qi  1  λ sin
N−1

Fig. 2 Representations of a) normalized bending stiffness of ith ray in uniform and cupping stiffness distributions (Kb  3.0) and b) phase lag of ith ray in
different distributions (φmean  0 deg and φdiff  45 deg).
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and Pt is the instantaneous power expenditure, which is evaluated as

and
Q

N
1X
Q
N i1 i

ZZ
Pt 

−Fx; t ⋅ V g x; t dx

(8)

S

The parameter λ is determined by ensuring maxfφp;i g − minfφp;i g is
equal to the designed value of φdiff .
Distribution III:
φi  φmean 

2i − N − 1
φ
2N − 1 diff

(3)

Distribution IV:
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φi  φmean  φp;i − φ0

(4)

where V g x; t is the moving velocity of the fin. It should be noted
that the present definition of Pt measures the work done to the
surrounding fluid by the caudal fin, which equals the power from the
actuation forces (including the sway motion and the distributed
external load) if it is assumed that there is no power loss during the
mechanical transmission. We also assume that the energy transferred
from the fluid to the caudal fin cannot be reused; thus, the negative
values of CP t are set to be zero [15]. Therefore, the propulsion
efficiency η is calculated as

where φ0  180, and φp;i is computed as
φp;i  φ0 Qi ∕Q

η
(5)

where
 


2πi − 1 
Qi  1  λ sin
N−1 
and
Q

N
1X
Q
N i1 i

The parameter λ is determined by ensuring maxfφp;i g − minfφp;i g is
equal to the designed value of φdiff .
Different phase distributions are plotted in Fig. 2b. These distributions are determined to reproduce certain deformation patterns
similar to a real fish’s caudal fin. It is seen that, in distribution I,
the phase lag is uniform among the rays. Distribution II has the
maximum phase lag achieved at the ray in the middle (ray 6), whereas
the rays at the dorsal and ventral edges have the minimum value. This
phase distribution is expected to generate cup deformations. Distribution III is designed to achieve the H mode or S mode (which cannot
be accomplished via purely passive deformations). Distribution IV
has a W-shape phase distribution, where the rays at the dorsal and
ventral edges have the same phase lag as the ray at the center. This
type of phase distribution is used to activate W-shape deformations
observed in live fishes.
The propulsion performance of the fin is characterized by the mean
thrust coefficient CT , the mean vertical force coefficient CZ , the mean
power expenditure coefficient CP , and the propulsion efficiency η.
These mean values are evaluated by averaging the instantaneous
coefficients over one motion period T. The instantaneous thrust
coefficient is defined as
CT t 

−FX t
0.5ρU2∞ c2

(6)

where FX t is the x component of the instantaneous hydrodynamic
force Ft.
Similarly, we have
FY t
;
0.5ρU2∞ c2
FZ t
CZ t 
;
0.5ρU2∞ c2
Pt
CP t 
0.5ρU3∞ c2
CY t 

(7)

where FY t and FZ t are the components of the instantaneous
hydrodynamic force Ft in the y and z directions, respectively;

CT
CP

(9)

We would like to highlight that the present study is not meant to
exactly duplicate the dynamics of the caudal fin of a certain fish
species. Instead, we create an idealized fin model that resembles
some particular features of a fish caudal fin in general. Although the
present model captures the ray-supported characteristic of real fish
fins, the geometry and mechanical properties are very different from
those of any particular fish fin. Besides, the activation mechanism of
real fish fins is more complicated than the one used in the present
model. Therefore, it is not possible to quantitatively compare the
present results to experimental observations. However, we do have
some conclusions that are qualitatively similar to experimental study;
e.g., the S mode is suitable for a braking maneuver, which will be
explained in detail in Sec. IV.

III.

Mathematical Formulation and Numerical Methods

The key modules in the present fluid–structure interaction model
are a fluid solver based on an overset, multiblock structured grid and a
nonlinear beam model resolving the structural dynamics.
The fluid solver numerically solves the unsteady compressible
Navier–Stokes equations, which is written in its integral form
∂
∂t

ZZZ

ZZ
U dV 
V

ZZ
∂V

G dS −

∂V

H dS  0

(10)

where U  ρ; ρv; ρET is the conservative variable vector, V is
the control volume, ∂V is the boundary surface enclosing the
volume, and S is the surface vector in the outward direction. Also,
ρ is the fluid density, v is the velocity vector, and E is the total
energy. G and H are the convective and diffusive flux vectors,
respectively.
The fluid governing equations are discretized by a cell-centered
finite volume method based on an overset multiblock structured grid
system [13]. The convective flux is evaluated using the Jameson–
Schmidt–Turkel scheme with artificial dissipation [16], whereas the
derivatives of the velocity are estimated with Green’s theorem. For
time-dependent simulations, the dual-time-stepping algorithm [17] is
employed for the temporal integration. At each time step, the domain
connectivity is accomplished by an overset grid assembler based on
an implicit hole-cutting technique [18].
It should be noted that the flow is assumed to be laminar in the
present study. In relatively low-Reynolds-number regimes (below
or on the order of 103 ), the turbulence may play an insignificant
role in the flowfield. For these scenarios, laminar flow models
are usually used for biomimetic problems (see examples in
Refs. [19–21]). The flow model is formulated with the compressible
Navier–Stokes equations. To ensure that the compressibility is
negligibly small, the freestream Mach number is chosen to be
Ma;∞  0.06, which is far below the critical value for pronounced
compressibility effect (Ma  0.3) but still sufficiently large for
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numerical stability. The Mach number used here is only a numerical
parameter, and varying its value within a reasonable range will not
have any significant effect on the results (see Sec. IV). Besides, the
local Mach numbers in the complete computational domain are
monitored to guarantee that they are below the critical value. The
present compressible flow solver has been successfully applied to
study different incompressible flow problems in previous work
[13,22,23].
In the structural part, the dynamics of the nonlinear Euler–
Bernoulli beam is governed by [24]

ms

∂2 x
∂4 x
∂
 Kb 4 − Ks
∂s
∂t2
∂s
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 Ff  Fsp  Fac



  
∂x ∂x −0.5 ∂x
1−
∂s ∂s
∂s
(11)

where x is the instantaneous position of the ray, and s0 < s <c is the
Lagrangian coordinate. Also, ms  ρs h is the mass per unit length,
where ρs is the density of the fin rays. K b ≡ Eh3 ∕12 and K s ≡ Eh
represent the bending and stretching stiffnesses, respectively. On the
right-hand side, Ff denotes the fluid load and Fsp represents the
force exerted by the connecting linear springs that model the constraints from the collagenous membrane. Fac is the distributed force
along the beam, which models the pulling effect by the tendons at the
basal end of the ray (see Fig. 1d). The hysteretic (or material) damping effect is considered by replacing the Young’s modulus E in K b
and Ks with E1  σ∂∕∂t, where σ denotes the structural damping
coefficient. In all present simulations, we select σ  2c∕U∞ . Equation (11) is discretized using a second-order finite difference method,
and the resulting linear system is solved with an iterative Gauss–
Seidel method [24,25].
In the present algorithm, the Navier–Stokes solver is coupled with
the nonlinear beam model via a partitioned framework. Compared
with a strongly coupled algorithm, which requires iterations within
each time step, a loosely coupled method needs only a single data
exchange between the fluid solver and structural solver in each time
step so that it significantly reduces the computational expense.
Despite the numerical stability issue associated with loosely coupled
methods [26], this approach is still favored due to its simplicity
and efficiency. Since the caudal fin model is completely threedimensional and requires plenty of computational time, a loosely
coupled approach known as the conventional serial staggered procedure [27] is used in the present work. Due to the nonconformity
between the fluid grid and the structural grid, interpolations of fluid
forces and structural displacements must be performed at the fluid–
structure interface. For the force interpolation, both the fluid grid
nodes on the wet boundary of the body and the structural grid nodes
are first projected to a common planar plane, on which a bilinear
interpolation is then performed [13]. The structural displacements are
transferred to the fluid mesh by a constant volume tetrahedron
method [28,29].

IV.

Results

The ray-strengthened caudal fin problem depicted in Fig. 1 is
solved using the fluid–structure interaction solver described in
Sec. III. The computational domain and fluid mesh used in the
present paper are the same as those in a previous publication by
Shi et al. [13], and the Reynolds number based on the length of the ray
is Re  1000. The height of the first grid layer off the wall Δy is
calculated using a flat-plate boundary theory for a given y value.
For the present Reynolds number, y is chosen to be 0.5, resulting in
Δy  0.005c. The present fluid–structure interaction solver has been
validated via several canonical cases in a previous paper by Shi et al.
[13]. The present fluid-structure interaction solver is further validated
by predicting the dynamics of a three-dimensional flexible plate
immersed in a uniform flow and comparing with experimental data
[30]. The Reynolds number based on chord length L, incoming flow
velocity U0, and kinematic viscosity is 6000. The leading edge of the
plate undergoes a harmonic heave motion of y  a0 cos2πft,
where a0  0.033L and f is the heave frequency. The reduced
frequency is defined as fr  πfL∕U0 . The dimensionless bending
  0.3 both are consisstiffness is K b  4.2 and the mass ratio is m
tent with the experiment.
Figure 3a shows the results of a sensitivity study to mesh density
and time step. It is seen that the result of mesh_M (medium density;
dt  T∕120) overlaps exactly with that of mesh_F (fine density;
dt  T∕160), indicating that convergence has been reached and the
further increase of mesh density and decrease of time step will not
significantly affect the numerical result. The effect of the freestream
Mach number is demonstrated in Fig. 3b, which demonstrates the
insensitivity of the result to the Mach number as long as it is
sufficiently large for numerical stability. For the rest of the simulations, the Mach number is fixed at 0.06.
Figures 4a and 4b illustrate the normalized trailing-edge amplitude
and phase lag of the leading and trailing edges as functions of the
reduced frequency. The present numerical results show good agreement with the experimental data [30]. Similar deformation patterns
are also obtained, as demonstrated in Fig. 4c.
In the present paper, we carry out an additional self-consistency
study to justify the fluid mesh, physical time step, and number of
nodes along the beam we use here. To check the sensitivity to the fluid
mesh, three meshes with different densities are generated, which are
termed as mesh_F (fine mesh, with 5 million grid cells), mesh_M
(medium mesh, with 3.7 million grid cells), and mesh_C (coarse
mesh, with 2.8 million grid cells). These meshes have the same sizes
as those used in a previous paper by Shi et al. [13]. Similarly, three
physical time steps (dt  T∕160; T∕200, and T∕240) and three
numbers of grids along each ray (N bm  81;101, and 121) are chosen
for this sensitivity study. Figures 5a–5c demonstrate the sensitivity of
the present code to the fluid mesh density, time-step size, and number
of points along the beam. The time-averaged thrust coefficients and
the errors relative to the result from mesh_F with dt  T∕200 and
N bm  121 are summarized in Table 1. It is seen that with sufficiently
high fluid/structural mesh densities and a sufficiently small time step,
the results are not sensitive to numerical parameters. Based on the

Fig. 3 Numerical sensitivity with respect to a) mesh density and time step at Ma  0.06, and b) effect of freestream Mach number at mesh_M
(dt  T∕120). Curves illustrate leading-edge (LE) and trailing-edge (TE) displacements of plate at f r  5.6.
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Fig. 4 Representations of a) dimensionless trailing-edge amplitude as function of reduced frequency, b) phase lag (in degrees) between the LE and TE
motions as function of reduced frequency, and c) deformation patterns of midline of plate.

Fig. 5 Sensitivity study of present code to a) computational fluid dynamics mesh density, b) time-step size, and c) number of nodes along beam. Fin has
cupping stiffness distribution II with φdiff  45 deg and φmean  30 deg.

Table 1 Summary of the selfconsistency study results (see Fig. 5
for physical parameters)

Mesh_F
Mesh_M
Mesh_C
Mesh_M
Mesh_M
Mesh_M
Mesh_M

dt
N bm
T∕200 101
T∕200 101
T∕200 101
T∕160 101
T∕240 101
T∕200 81
T∕200 121

CT
Error, %
0.443
0.0
0.437
−1.4
0.412
−7.0
0.436
−1.6
0.438
−1.1
0.405
−8.6
0.439
−0.9

self-consistency study, the following simulations are based on
mesh_M, dt  T∕200, and N bm  101.
A. Fin Deformation

The typical deformation patterns of the caudal fin in the present study
are demonstrated in Fig. 6. The notation “U-I-0” stands for uniform
stiffness, phase distribution I, and φdiff  0. Similarly, “C-II-45” means
cupping stiffness, phase distribution II, and φdiff  45 deg. Other
notations are defined in a similar way. As concluded in previous work
by Shi et al. [13], the passively deformed fin with uniform stiffness
(Fig. 6a) leads to a C mode (in which the dorsal and ventral edges lead
the sway motion, whereas the central part falls behind) due to the
nonuniformly distributed fluid force. Similar C mode patterns are also
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Fig. 6 Fin deformations within half-motion period. Fin moves in negative-y direction at positions t  0;T∕8;T∕4, and T∕2: a) U-passive, b) U-I-0,
c) C-II-45, d) U-III-90, e) U-III-360, and f) U-IV-90. For all cases, φmean  30 deg.

achieved by the fin with distribution U-I (Fig. 6b). With distribution
C-II, the caudal fin displays a more significant cupping pattern (Fig. 6c)
at a small phase difference (φdiff  45).
For distribution U-III, the fin exhibits an asymmetrical deformation pattern. As the phase difference increases, the fin’s deformation
gradually transforms from the H mode, which is shown in Fig. 6d, to
the S mode, which is illustrated in Fig. 6e. Compared with the H
mode, the S mode shows a wavelike deformation pattern, which is not
possible to be accomplished by purely passive deformation. This
mode is observed in experiments [9] to be associated with the braking
maneuver. Incidentally, we find that the S mode generates less thrust
and lateral force in comparison with the H mode, but it still creates
vertical force that may be needed for motion stabilization, which
makes the S mode ideal for the braking process. With distribution UIV, the W mode is observed as demonstrated in Fig. 6f. For distribution U-IV, the rays at the dorsal, ventral edges and the center of the fin
have the same phase lag in terms of the activation force with respect to
the sway motion.
Figure 7 illustrates the actual deflections of ray 1 and ray 6 for the
U-passive case (Fig. 7a) and the C-II-45 case at φmean  30 (Fig. 7b).
For both cases, the rays exhibit only a first-order bending mode and
ray 6 has a larger lateral excursion than ray 1. Compared with the
passive case, ray 6 of C-II-45 (with active control) creates significantly
larger deformation. Considering that the profiles along ray 6 for both
passive and active cases are very similar to each other (see Figs. 20c
and 20d). A larger lateral deformation could lead to a better oriented
total force, and thus result in higher thrust for the C-II-45 case.
B. Force Generation and Propulsion Efficiency

Figure 8 shows the instantaneous thrust and power expenditure
coefficients within one motion period. The fin with distribution
U-II-45 generates significantly higher thrust peaks than the corresponding passive case with a slight increase in power expenditure
(see Figs. 8a and 8b). With cupping stiffness distribution, the thrust
of the C-II-45 case can be further enhanced while consuming very
similar input power to the U-II-45 case.
The time-averaged thrust coefficient and propulsion efficiency of
various stiffness and phase distributions are summarized in Figs. 9
and 10. For all types of phase distributions and most phase difference
values, CT and η have similar variation trends as functions of φmean .
Specifically, CT decreases monotonously as the increase of φmean ,
whereas the propulsion efficiency, on the other hand, rises slightly

and then declines with the increase of φmean . Besides, for all cases
with active control, the thrust and propulsion efficiency of the fin are
significantly enhanced when φmean is less than 90 deg. For example,
the thrust and propulsion efficiency of the fin with distribution U-II45 are improved by 43% (φmean  0) and 35% (φmean  60), respectively. In terms of thrust generation and propulsion efficiency, smaller
phase difference values produce better performance. This is reminiscent of the experiment of Esposito et al. [10], where the cupping
motion was created by imposing phase lags of 25 and 50 deg between
the middle fin rays and the dorsal and ventral fin rays. Besides, in their
experiment, cupping motion generated the largest thrust force compared with other motions.
Figures 11a and 11b compare the time-averaged thrust coefficient
and propulsion efficiency between different stiffness and phase
distributions at a fixed value of φdiff (hereby φdiff  45, except
for distribution U-I, where φdiff  0). With uniform stiffness, for
the parameters considered in the present study, the propulsion performances of the fin at different phase distributions are quite similar
to each other, although they are significantly higher than the one
with passive deformation only when φmean is less than 90 deg. With
distribution C-II, the fin’s propulsion performance is significantly
augmented.
Figure 11c demonstrates the vertical force coefficients for distribution U-III at different values of the phase difference. For all phase
difference values, two maximum vertical forces are generated at
φmean  0 (in –z direction) and φmean  120 (in z direction). It
suggests that a fish can control the phase distribution among the rays
of its caudal fin to change both the magnitude and direction of the
vertical force, which may play a significant role in body stabilization.
This vertical force can provide the lift needed to counteract the
gravity and create a torque around the center of mass of the fish to
balance the torque (with opposite sign) generated by the pectoral fin.
During the braking process, the motion of the posterior part of the
fish may be reduced in order to reduce the thrust generation. However, the vertical force may still be needed for stabilization. To
elucidate this, we simulate cases with no sway motion at the leading
edge of the fin. The fin with distribution U-III undergoes an H mode
at φdiff  90, whereas it undergoes an S mode at φdiff  360 (see
Figs. 6d and 6e). Figures 12a–12c illustrate the time-averaged values
of the thrust, vertical force, and power expenditure coefficients.
Without sway motion, the fin generates no thrust in both the H mode
and S mode. However, the S mode creates vertical force twice as
much as the H mode using similar input power. This is accompanied
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Fig. 7 Deflections in y direction of ray 1 (red solid lines) and ray 6 (blue dashed–dotted lines) for a) U-passive, and b) C-II-45, with φmean  30 deg.

Fig. 8

Time histories of CT and CP at various stiffness and phase distributions: φmean  30 deg.
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Fig. 9 Time-averaged CT and η as functions of mean phase lag φmean for a–b) U-II and c–d) C-II.

Fig. 10 Time-averaged CT and η as functions of mean phase lag φmean for a–b) U-III and c–d) U-IV.

by significant reduction in lateral force in the S mode, as demonstrated
in Fig. 12d. Therefore, we conclude that the S mode outperforms the H
mode during the slowing down process. This is consistent with experimental observations.
C. Near-Fin Flow Field

To further study the effect of active control over the caudal fin in
sway motion and explain the physical underlying mechanisms in this

fluid–structure interaction problem, we numerically visualize the
near-fin flow field around the fin. Figure 13 shows the isosurfaces
of vorticity magnitude in the wake behind the caudal fin for different
deformation patterns. We can see that the wake is composed of a
sequence of vortex rings, which are similar to those observed in
previous studies [4]. These wake structures also resemble the hairpin
structures proposed by Tytell [31] based on the particle image velocimetry study of the flow field around a bluegill sunfish. It is observed
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Fig. 11 Time averaged a–b) CT and η as functions of φmean at various stiffness and phase distributions, and c) CZ as a function of φmean
for U-III.

not surprising that the vortex shedding patterns in Figs. 14a and 14b
are similar to each other. As previously discussed, both the U-passive
case and the C-II-45 case have only the first bending mode excited
(see Fig. 7).
From the vorticity fields in plane x  0.7c, we can see the formations of a clockwise vortex near the dorsal edge and a counterclockwise
vortex near the ventral edge; and the vortices are symmetrical with
respect to the midline (ray 6) due to the symmetrical deformation. The
C-II-45 case has more pronounced spanwise cupping deformation so
that the fluid at the central part has a tendency to flow toward the
midline. This makes it difficult for the fluid to move around the dorsal
and ventral edges, causing an increase of the pressure in the central
region.
D. Physical Mechanism for Performance Enhancement

Fig. 12 Time-averaged a) thrust, b) vertical force, and c) power
expenditure coefficients of U-III without sway motion at φdiff  90
(red), 180 (green), and 360 (blue). Figure 12d shows time histories of
CY of U-III without sway motion.

that, in the present study, the wake structures from different deformation patterns are qualitatively similar to each other.
Figure 14 demonstrates the sectional views of the flow vorticity
within the z plane and the x plane. The vorticity of the U-passive case
(Figs. 14a and 14c) and the C-II-45 case (Figs. 14b and 14d) in both
the x and z planes are qualitatively similar. Specifically, in the plane
z  0.5c, we can observe the formations of a clockwise leading-edge
vortex; and a counterclockwise vortex is shed at the trailing edge. It is

The parametric exploration in Sec. IV.B indicates that the optimal
performance occurs when φdiff is approximately 45 deg and φmean is
around 30 deg. To reveal the physical mechanism behind the performance improvement, the results will be further analyzed and discussed in this section.
The bending deformation shown in Fig. 7 essentially creates an
effective yaw motion, as illustrated in Fig. 15. This yaw motion can be
represented as yp  yT − yL ∕c, where yL and yT are the lateral
deflections of the ray’s leading and trailing edges, respectively. It is
observed in Fig. 15 that the yaw motion varies with time almost
sinusoidally so that it can be approximated using a cosine function as
yp t ∼ Ap cosωp t  ψ, where Ap is the amplitude of the yaw
motion and ψ is the phase lag between the sway motion and the
yaw motion.
Figure 16a demonstrates the yaw amplitudes of the rays at different
stiffness and phase distributions. For uniform stiffness distribution,
all the rays of U-II-45 have larger yaw angles than the rays of
the corresponding passive case. With a cupping stiffness distribution
(C-II-45), the yaw motions of the rays in the center of the fin are
further increased, whereas those of the rays near the dorsal and
ventral edges are suppressed, leading to a deeper cupping deformation. This is believed to further enhance the thrust generation. The
phase lags between the sway motion and the effective yaw motion of
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Fig. 13 Isosurfaces of normalized vorticity magnitude (kωk  c ω2x  y2x  y2x ∕U∞  2) in wake behind caudal fin for various stiffness and phase
distributions at t  0.25T: a) U-passive and b) C-II-45, with φmean  30 deg.
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Fig. 14 Vorticity fields for caudal fin of a and c) U-passive, and b
and d) C-II-45, with φmean  30 deg. Contours show normalized
z component of vorticity in plane z  0.5c (Figs. 14a–14b) and normalized x component of vorticity in plane x  0.7c (Figs. 14c–14d) at
t  0.25T.

the rays are shown in Fig. 16b. The averaged phase lags for all these
three cases are actually close to each other (within the range of 35 to
45 deg). The implication is that, in these high-performance cases, the
deformation caused by the active control mechanism and that due to
passive structural flexibility are almost in phase with each other
(see Fig. 16c); the primary mechanism of performance enhancement
through active control is that it significantly increases the effective
yaw amplitude (see Fig. 16a).

Incidentally, we note that by carefully choosing the structural
flexibility of the rays, deformation and performance enhancement
of actively controlled C-mode motion (e.g., the C-II 45 case) are
in fact within reach using purely passive fin deformations [13].
The active control mechanism, however, greatly increase the
versatility and adaptability of the system by making it easier to
switch from one swimming mode to another to adjust for changes
in the environment. Moreover, active control enables the S mode,
which is particularly useful in the braking maneuver (see
Sec. IV.B).
To better understand the origin of thrust enhancement involved in
the present study, the caudal fin surface is split into two parts: the
dorsal–ventral part and the central part, as shown in Fig. 17. For the
dorsal–ventral part (Fig. 17a), the force generated by the U-passive
case has larger magnitude than those of the C-II-45 case, but the
forces of the C-II-45 case are better oriented in the thrust direction.
The advantage of active control is better illustrated in the central part
(Fig. 17b), where the C-II-45 case has both larger force magnitude
and better orientation.
As previously discussed, the cupping deformation tends to prevent the fluid from moving around the dorsal and ventral edges so
that it may raise the pressure in the central area. This phenomenon
can be more clearly observed in Figs. 18a and 18b, where the
streamlines show the relative motion of the fluid with respect to
the fin within plane x  0.7c at t  T∕4. It is clearly seen that with
the cup deformation, the streamlines near the central area of the fin
(left-bottom part in Figs. 18a and 18b) remain horizontal very close
to the surface of the fin, leading to a (slightly) wider high-pressure
area. Figure 18c sketches three different spanwise deformation
patterns, namely, flat, cup, and reverse cup. Intuitively, compared
to flat deformation, the cup deformation may hold more fluid in
the central region, thus leading to higher pressure in that region so
that the resulting fluid dynamic force on the fin FD2 should be
larger than the other two cases. In contrast, the reverse cup deformation resembles a streamlined body (to certain extent), making it
easier for the fluid to go around the upper and lower edges, thereby

Fig. 15 Time histories of normalized displacements of leading end yL ∕c, trailing end yT ∕c, and effective yaw motion yp  yT –yL ∕c of ray 6 at
a) U-passive and b) C-II-45, with φmean  30 deg.
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Fig. 16 Representations of a) amplitudes (Ap;i ) of effective yaw motions of rays, and b) actual phase lags (ψ i ). Figure 16c shows snapshots of trailing edge
of fin for C-passive (blue dashed–dotted line) and C-II-45 (red solid line). Dashed arrow represents moving direction of leading edge, and φmean  30 deg.
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Fig. 17 Force vectors of a) dorsal–ventral part and b) central part of fin
within one motion period in x–y plane: C-II-45 and φmean  30 deg (red
arrows) and U-passive (green arrows).

causing a decrease of pressure in the central area and a reduction in
the force FD3 . Indeed, this kind of deformation has been shown to
compromise the thrust generation [12].
Figures 19a–19d illustrate the pressure distributions over the
fin surface for the U-passive case and the C-II-45 case. It is seen
that in both cases, a high-pressure region exists within the areas of
0.4 < x∕c < 0.8 and 0.3 < z∕c < 0.7 at the negative-y side of the fin.
Compared with the U-passive case, the high-pressure region of the
C-II-45 case is larger and stronger, whereas the pressure distributions on the positive side of the fin are very similar for the two cases.
This explains why the C-II-45 case creates larger force in the central

Case 1. Flat

Case 2. Cup

Case 3. Reverse Cup

c)
Fig. 18 Pressure fields for caudal fins of a) U-passive and b) C-II-45,
with φmean  30 deg. Contours show pressure distribution in plane
x  0.7c and Cpre  p − p∞ ∕0.5ρU2∞ . Figure 18c shows diagrams of
three different spanwise deformations, where Uy is flow speed relative to
the fin.

part of the fin (see Fig. 17). The pressure increase on the negative-y
side can be quantitatively observed in Fig. 20a, where the pressure
coefficients along the fin surface at x  0.7c are plotted. As the
pressure distribution on the positive-y side is small, the increase of
the pressure difference for the C-II-45 case (Fig. 20b) is mainly
attributed to the stronger pressure region on the negative-y side of
the fin.
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Fig. 19 Pressure contours at two sides of caudal fin at t  0.25T: a–b) U-passive and c–d) C-II-45, with φmean  30 deg.

Fig. 20 Pressure coefficients Cpre along fin surface at a) x  0.7c, and c) z  0.5c. Pressure difference Cpd between two sides of fin surface at b) x  0.7c
and d) z  0.5c.

V.

Conclusions

Ray-finned fishes possess three distinctive features enabling the
multi-degree-of-freedom control over the caudal fin: 1) anisotropic
bending stiffness of the fin, 2) individual actuation of fin rays, and
3) ability of actively changing the flexibility and curvature of the rays.
These unique characteristics have become an important source of
inspiration for the design of artificial underwater robotics. Due to the
complicated internal structures of fish fins, it is challenging to

numerically model them. Some previous studies of ray-supported
fins focused on features such as nonuniform flexibility and/or individual activation of the rays [4,12,13]. However, few studies have
considered the active control on the curvature of the rays.
In the present paper, the performance of a simplified ray-strengthened caudal fin with both active and passive control strategies is
numerically examined. In this model, the bony rays are represented
by nonlinear Euler–Bernoulli beams, whereas the fluid dynamics
is simulated by a Navier–Stokes solver. The caudal fin is activated
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by 1) a sway motion shared by all the leading ends of the rays; and
2) time-varying external loads distributed uniformly along each ray,
which mimic the pulling effect of the tendons at the basal end of each
ray. The key parameters controlling the deformation of the fin are the
maximum phase difference among the rays (φdiff ), the mean phase lag
of the rays (φmean ), and the phase distribution. By changing these
parameters, different deformation patterns can be accomplished.
Four different phase distributions are investigated within the
φdiff − φmean parameter space in the present study. Several deformation modes observed in previous experiments [9,10] are reproduced,
including the C mode, the W mode, the H mode, and the S mode
(which cannot be achieved with purely passive deformation). By
comparing with the passive deformation case, it is found that the
propulsion performances of all the cases with active control are
significantly enhanced when φmean is less than 90 deg. For example,
the thrust force and propulsion efficiency of the U-II-45 case are
improved by 43 and 35%, respectively.
Among these deformation patterns, the C mode created by the fin
with distribution C-II-45 produces the best propulsion performance.
This is attributed to two reasons. First, larger deflections and curvatures are created for the rays in the central part of the fin, which lead to
higher yaw angles in the induced yaw motions. The forces are therefore better aligned in the thrust direction. Second, the chordwise
bending and spanwise cupping deformations result in a larger,
stronger, and further downstream high-pressure region, which further
enhances the thrust generated by the C mode. In this particular mode,
in terms of the performance enhancing mechanism, there is little
difference between actively controlled and fully passive cases.
The H mode and S mode, on the other hand, both produce considerable vertical forces, which are primarily attributed to the asymmetrical deformations. Compared with the H mode, the S mode generates
smaller thrust and vertical force while requiring less input power. This
is reminiscent of the finding from a previous experiment [9] that the S
motion is associated with the braking maneuver, during which the
motion of the posterior part of the fish body may be reduced to decrease
the thrust force. Thus, it is further demonstrated that without sway
motion, the S mode actually generates much larger vertical force than
the H mode. This, together with the significant reduction in lateral
force, makes the S mode ideal during the braking process.
The present work is focused on demonstrating the effect of an
active control strategy on the locomotion performance of a fishlike
caudal fin instead of exactly duplicating a real fish fin. The present
model captures several key characteristics possessed by real fins,
e.g., anisotropic material property, individual ray activation, and
active curvature control of the rays. However, it is also worth pointing
out the limitations of the present study. For example, for simplicity,
the present model is assumed to have a rectangular shape with rays of
the same length. The aspect ratio of the current model is fixed at unity,
whereas its effect is not examined. The present mass ratio is 0.2,
which ensures the fin’s deformation is fluid driven. But, its effect on
the propulsion performance of the present caudal fin model is not
studied either. Besides, the curvature changes of the rays are modeled
as distributed external loads rather than explicitly modeling the
bilaminar design of the real fin rays. For simplicity, the rotations at
the basal ends of the rays are not considered either. The fins of a live
fish have much more complicated internal structures, musculature,
and nerve systems. It is thus difficult to directly relate the present
results with the dynamics of actual fish fins. However, the conclusions from the present study may provide valuable inspirations and
guidelines for the design of robotic fishes.
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